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In the Molecular Astrophysics Group we investigate the quantum physics of interstellar molecules. We develop special techniques to hunt for new molecules in the laboratory and in space. We provide molecular parameters and spectral information to help astrophysicists predict their observations. At the same time we challenge current theory by our experiments. To do this we follow the scientific approaches outlined below:



Scientific motivation: The life cycle of stars and planetary systems like our own solar system is accompanied by the presence of a large variety of molecules. Their observed spectra teach us about the physical conditions (pressure, temperature) in space. The presence of small molecules, radicals or ions or complex organic molecules provides information on the evolutionary stage of the interstellar medium. Our group measures and calculates fundamental data on the spectroscopy of these molecules and investigates how they are formed and destroyed. 
For students: We offer projects at all levels of knowledge, lab courses for students and pupils, thesis  projects at the Bachelor and Master level. Students are thoroughly guided by team members throughout their work.Doctoral  students from our group enjoy the competitive science projects, the international recognition of their work and the multinational  environment of the Cologne Center for THz Spectroscopy.The scientific education in our group prepares our graduates for challenging future careers in research, academic and commercial areas.

(Figure courtesy: http://herschel.jpl.nasa.gov)



THz Absorption Spectroscopy Frank Lewen, Sven Thorwirth, Holger Müller, Elena Zakharenko, Oliver Zingsheim
THz Emission Spectroscopy Nadine Wehres, Frank Lewen, Oliver Zingsheim, Marius Hermanns, Jakob Maßen, Bettina Heyne   
Chirped Pulse Spectroscopy Marius Hermanns, Oliver Zingsheim

Jet Spectroscopy Sven Thorwirth, Thomas Salomon, Marius Hermanns, Oliver Zingsheim, Leonid Surin
Spectroscopy & Reactions in Traps 

Oskar Asvany, Sandra Brünken, Pavol Jusko, Matthias Töpfer, Sven Fanghänel, Philip Schreier, Shreyak Banhatti
Theory, Modelling& CDMS

Sven Thorwirth, Hanno Schmiedt,Holger Müller, Stefan Brackertz, Kiril Borisov

In this brochure we briefly introduce our scientific approaches. Laboratory instruments are shown in their principle and in pictures.Experimental methods are described in example measurements.Molecules of current interest are listed graphically and recent results are presented. Below current group members carrying out the research are listed together with our scientific methods.

More detailed information and related publications can be found on our webpage or just contact us (see last page). 



Molecules of Interest

Dimethylether

1,2 Propanediol

Ethanol Isopropylcyanide

Acetone n-propyl cyanideMethanol

Aminoacetonitrile

Schematic energy diagram for syn-propanal: rigid rotor  with/without internal rotation. 
Observed splitting of the 122 11 – 121 12transition of syn-propanal. ERHAM Predictions in red. CDMS predicted THz spectrumof syn-propanal
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Many molecules have their fingerprint-likespectra in the sub-millimeter wavelengthregion, which have been covered by Herschelor ALMA for the first time withunprecedented sensitivity.Our absorption experiments cover the rangefrom 0.030 – 2 THz. Such a wide range ofaccessible frequencies is mandatory togenerate complete line predictions forcomplex molecules. Current research includesthe spectroscopy of isotopically substitutedmolecules.

THz Absorption Spectroscopy

Very long absorption cell for high sensitivity measurements.
Superlattice (SL) Device generating radiation at high harmonics
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Chirped Pulse Spectroscopy
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Detection
Free Induction Decay, Time Domain

~100 ns
Excitation
Single Tone, Chirp,
Complex Pulse Scheme

A short chirped pulse or a single toneis generated by an arbitrarywaveform generator (AWG) and,after amplification, coupled into amolecular sample cell. The moleculesare coherently excited and polarized.The free induction decay (FID) of thissignal is recorded with a heterodynedetector and Fourier transformedinto a spectrum.
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Inversion Transitions

Like in NMR a macroscopic polarization of amolecular ensemble is created, resulting in a freeinduction decay. Due to the constant phasechirped pulse the resulting FIDs are averagednumerous times increasing the sensitivitysubstantially. As a result, broad band spectra aswell as the collision behavior can be determinedwithin short measuring times. The spectra ofcomplex molecules of astrophysical interest arerecorded in several experimental setups includingthis room temperature waveguide spectrometer.
An example spectrum of a broad band chirped pulse spectrum measured in a 12-18 GHzwaveguide cell of ammonia (NH3). Integrating for some 50 hours a very high signal tonoise ratio is obtained resulting in detection of 15N isotopologs in natural abundance.



Emission Spectrometer
Liquid N2 is used to detect thewarm molecular emission in frontof a cold (77 K) blackbodybackground. For absolute intensitycalibration a room-temperatureemitter is used. Both receivers, at100 and 300 GHz, send anintermediate frequency (IF) into anIF-processor electronics. The IFsignal is amplified andsubsequently recorded by anextended FFT-spectrometer. FIRST LIGHT @ 100 GHz

Left: Emission spectrum ofmethyl cyanide, detected at92 GHz using the room-temperature receiver.Rotational spectra of theground vibrational state (toppanel), first vibrationally exci-ted state (middle panel), andsecond vibrationally excitedstate (lower panel).
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Our laboratory emission spectro-meters employ heterodyne detectionwhich is commonly used as front endsat radio telescopes. These instrumentsrecord molecular line emission over awide frequency range (room tempe-rature receiver: 70 – 110 GHz andSIS super conducting device: 270 –390 GHz).

Emission Spectroscopy

Unbiased Spectral Line Surveys of Complex Organic Molecules
First emission spectrum of methyl cyanide,detected at 315 GHz using the SIS receiver.Next to the rotational spectrum of thevibrational ground state also the spectra forthe first and second vibrationally excitedstates are detected, as well as the spectra of
13C and 15N substituted isotopologs.
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Laser

DetectorVacuum Chamber
Jet Spectrometer

Infrared Jet Spectroscopy

Left: Photographsfrom different di-rections of a jet ofmolecules expand-ing from a nozzlewhen carbon mole-cules are laserablated.Right: Typical car-bon clusters withadditional atomsindicated by dif-ferent colors.

Infrared spectrum of C3S in the 5 µm regime of the C-C stretch vibration

Carbon-rich chains exhibit intrinsicallystrong vibrational modes in thewavelength regime around 5 microns, co-rresponding to a photon energy near 2000cm-1. We are using laser ablation andhigh-resolution spectroscopic techniquesto produce and characterize linearcarbon-rich clusters that are of interest forboth astrochemistry and molecularstructure determination.



Reactions in Traps
Mass SpectrometerTrap

IonSource

Reactions in Ion traps
Cryogenic ion trap instrumentsallow to study the kinetics, i.e.temporal evolution, of ion-mole-cule reactions under controlledconditions and at low temp-eratures. The determined ratecoefficients are important inreaction networks related tointerstellar chemistry. Cold chemi-stry is also of fundamental interestin molecular physics.

Ion-Molecule Reactions of Interest

Measured time evolution of the N+ + H2reaction system at 17.3 K. The numberdensity is [n-H2] = 2.8 x 1011 cm-3.

Mass spectrum after storing CD+ for 600 msat 4 K  in a high density bath of He.  

Examples
• Deuteration reactions:   H3+ + HD  ↔    H2D+ + H2• Nuclear spin effects:                  o/p - H3+ + o/p - H2 ↔    o/p - H3+ + o/p - H2• Hydrogenation reactions:         N+ + o/p - H2 →  NH+ + H
• Proton transfer reactions:   H3+ + O2 ↔   O2H+ + H2• Ternary association reactions:           CD+ + 2 He  ↔   He-CD+ + He

Kinetics measurement: Consecutive ternary  attachment of He to CD+. 

Arrhenius-Plot of the reaction ratecoefficient for N+ + H2 reaction forcollisions with normal and para hydrogen



Action Spectroscopy
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Infrared Action Spectroscopy
Spectroscopy in ion traps offers theadvantage of cooling, mass selectionand high sensitivity. With typically 104
trapped ions, the use of action spectro-scopic schemes is mandatory. In recentyears, new action spectroscopyschemes have been developed inCologne, enabling broadband as wellas high-resolution vibrational and ro-vibrational spectroscopy of any ion.

High-resolution ro-vibrational line of O2H+
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Broadband vibrational spectrum of C3H+ (experiment at FELIX andab-initio calculations). 

Left: FELion cryogenic ion trap instrument
Right: 22-pole iontrap, the heart of thetrapping experiment.
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Action Spectroscopy
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THz Action Spectroscopy
Molecular ions play an importantrole in interstellar chemistry. High-resolution rotational spectra areneeded to identify them in theinterstellar medium. We havedeveloped and use sensitive actionspectroscopic schemes to recordthe rotational fingerprint spectra ofmass-selected, cold molecular ionsstored in cryogenic ion traps.Molecules of Interest
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22-pole ion trap mounted on 4 K coldhead. Optical setup for IR-THz double-resonance action spectroscopy on molecular ions.

Direct rotational spectroscopy via state-dependent attachment of He atoms on the example of CF+.
Rotational line of OH- at 1 123 101.0410(14) MHz measured via Laser Induced Reactions (LIR) using a double-resonance scheme.
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Theory of molecular dynamics
A theoretical understanding of the molecular dyna-mics helps to interpret experimental results. The topics in our group include: 
• Automated assignment of experimental spectra
• Numerical methods to reconstruct energy termdiagrams from spectra
• Description of internal dynamics of extremelyflexible molecules, the “superrotor”
• Semi-classical description of molecular states withhigh angular momenta
• Nuclear spin symmetry in molecular spectroscopyand molecular collisions

Semi-classical rotations

Spectral slices and cross-correlation for the funda-mental bending mode of disulfur monoxide, S2O.An unconventional spectroscopic analysis: Cross-correlation plots as products of individual spectraand rapid automated level energy determination

Nuclear spins as Young tableaus

Reconstruction of energy term diagrams
Combination difference spectrum of CH5+

Molecular Superrotor statesand comparison to experiments



Comments on our Work 

Perspectives Article by Takeshi Oka in Science about our work on CH5+

Physik Journal, 4,2005

Physik Journal, 4,2015

Physik Journal, 9,2010

T. Oka, Science  347, (2015),  1313
The results by Asvany et al. put the experiment far ahead of the theory.



Comments on our Work 

516, 219–221 (2014)
doi:10.1038/nature13924

Quotations from an International Review Board 2017
“The research in Cologne Laboratory Astrophysics is ofthe highest quality and very highly regardedinternationally. This is a unique capability and is beingpursued with outstanding technical imagination andcapability. There are many highlights. In general terms,the spectroscopic results on cold molecular ions arevery impressive and have impacted our view ofinterstellar chemistry. As an example, the study of thechains of chemical reactions involving molecular ionsthat lead to important molecules such as ammonia isvery impressive and important for the understanding ofinterstellar chemistry. “
The “Cologne Database for Molecular Spectroscopy(CDMS) is a key national and international resource formolecular spectroscopy in general, as well asastrochemistry.”

“The activity carried out at Cologne is at world-leadinglevel in the field of molecular laboratory astrophysicsand is extremely important for understanding molecularprocesses in the interstellar medium. The number ofgroups in the world doing laboratory research in thisarea is very limited. The molecular laboratory researchfits in very well with the astronomical submillimetreresearch being carried out in the Institute. “
We strongly advocate the strengthening of the activitiesin Laboratory Astrophysics. This is one of the ‘jewels inthe crown’ of the Institute – it not only producesoutstanding results of interest for physicists andchemists, but also provides key tools for theinterpretation of astronomical spectra. The CologneDatabase for Molecular Spectroscopy is a majorinternational asset.



For other researchers: We make our unique instrumentation  available to colleaguesthroughout the world, thanks to funding as a DFG core facility: Cologne Center for THz SpectroscopyYou can conduct your research using our experiments. We are supplying assistance by well trained specialists for the experiments and for the analysis. Data recorded with our instruments  are intended to be published and made available in the Cologne Data Base for Molecular Spectroscopy (CDMS).

Contact: Prof. Stephan Schlemmermail: schlemmer@ph1.uni-koeln.deI. Physikalisches Institut, Universität zu KölnZülpicher Strasse 77, 50937 Köln, Germanyhttp://www.astro.uni-koeln.de/labastro
We acknowledge continuous funding through German Science Foundation, DFG. 


